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Dear editor and reviewers,

Thank you for thorough reading and revisions of our manuscript "Near Real-Time Automated Classification of Seismic Signals of Slope Failures with Continuous Random Forests". Enclosed you will find a response to all reviewer comments on the manuscript. The most important changes to the manuscript are the following. i) We will add additional data from Illgraben, Switzerland and test the proposed method on both the Illgraben data set as well as the Bondo data set. ii) The final classifier will be trained on both data sets, which tends to improve the classifier. iii) More information on
the random forest parameters will be given. iv) The results and discussion section will be reorganized according to the reviewer comments. v) The discussion will be more thorough.

On the following pages, we provide a detailed point-by-point response to the reviewer’s comments. Our replies are in blue. Most minor comments which are straightforward to implement (such as typos and rephrasing of sentences) are simply ticked off (using the ✓ sign) without providing a response.

If you have any questions, we would be happy to answer them. We are looking forward to hearing from you about your decision.

Best regards,

Michaela Wenner

Comments of reviewer 2

General comments:

This paper presents the training, testing and application of a near-real time automated classifier of seismic signals. The text reports whether accurate identification of slope failure (SF) events is feasible using consecutive time windows on relatively noisy data from a small seismic network with little aperture. These are sub-optimal conditions for such an analysis, but so is often the case in areas with irregular topography and difficult access. Building on previous studies that relied on denser seismic networks and higher signal to noise ratios (SNR), the authors first train the algorithm with a dataset containing 1032 noise events, 3 SF and 17 earthquake signals. Then, the algorithm is tested on 441 noise events, 2 SF and 13 earthquake signals, using a running window with overlap on the continuous data stream; a prediction accuracy of 80% is achieved for SF. Finally, the algorithm is applied to 2019 data; three out of four
actual SF are correctly identified, but the algorithm also misidentifies five earthquakes as SF. The authors conclude that the presented method can be applied to near-real time continuous monitoring, and outline that this type of algorithms can substantially decrease operator time devoted to manual inspection of seismic data. This topic is well within the scope of NHESS and can be of interest to the communities of environmental seismology, natural hazards, early warning, and beyond.

Strong points of this study are (1) the introduction of a novel application of a random forest classifier using continuous data. The data stream is challenging, similar to what can be expected in hazardous, but increasingly transited and populated, high mountain settings; (2) performance of the presented algorithm is compared to that of a 2-step, well-established algorithm: A STA/LTA detector and classification using the full, i.e. STA/LTA-bounded, event. It is shown that, on the 2019 data, performance of the presented algorithm is superior to that of the 2-step algorithm; and (3) in this initial version, the text reads reasonably well and is, in general, adequately complemented by good-quality figures. Finally, the authors deserve credit for making publicly available the code used in this analysis.

In its current form, this paper suffers from (1) insufficient discussion of several important points, including the dataset, detection choices, misclassification of events, and advantages and potential issues of the chosen method. The authors are using a dataset with very few SF events to train, test and apply the algorithm, in addition to a low SNR of the application data. This results in low SF classification accuracy for the 2019 application data (3/8), so a careful and thorough discussion of these important points should be provided; and (2) several confusing points along the manuscript, due to unclear writing, insufficient explanation or both, which hinder comprehension of the choices and interpretations made. Therefore, before publication can be granted, I recommend a thoughtful review of the aspects detailed below.
Specific comments:

What is the goal of this study? Is the goal to detect slope failures (SFs) with high accuracy even when using running windows on a few number of relatively noisy channels? Is it to test whether any potential SF can be detected, to minimize operator time devoted to visually inspecting seismic data? Is it to test how much accuracy can be achieved with this algorithm applied to realistic noisy data and how it compares to the combination of a STA/LTA-type detector and a random forest classifier on the full event signal? The goal of the analysis should be clearly stated, not implicit in the text, since this is key for reading (and evaluating) the study. In line 78, the authors mention that the scope (do they mean goal?) of this study is to present an algorithm capable of the following “a) detect an increase in slope activity as an early warning for a plausible larger event in the near future and b) detect rock slope failures that possibly transition into hazardous debris flows early on, to enable downstream communities to take action”. However, the implications of a) and b) no longer appear in the text. Is an algorithm capable of a) always capable of b), and vice versa? Are there differences between signals of slope-related seismic activity before larger SF, and of SF that represent the beginning of debris flows? Is the trained algorithm capable of both a) and b)? If this is stated as the goal, then it should be discussed later. If this is just the general frame of the study, and the authors are merely naming two hazards that potentially generate precursor SF that can be detected, then the goal should be clearly listed and it should be ensured that there is no confusion.

We agree that the comments on the scope of the study might be misleading, as the points are not further discussed in the paper. We mean to say that despite the difficulties of a less than ideal network setup and noisy data with a small amount of training data, we are able to develop a tool that allows monitoring of slope failure events to catch trends of increasing slope activity or early warning of slope failure events. This will be clarified in the revised manuscript.
The instrumentation and dataset are very briefly presented in sect. 2 and 3. A careful explanation of the reasons for their choosing is required, because the network and dataset should be adequate for the study goals. Hence, the key issue here is to clearly justify that this network is adequate for this study. In the introduction, line 72-74, it is mentioned that “Previous local-scale approaches have used networks designed by experts and set-up as an array, ideal for monitoring such processes. However, due to cost and time constraints, this is not possible and not the case for most potential hazard sites”. References should be added. Based on this, the authors state next that “We show that by adjusting our methodology to work with a network of low-cost seismometers with a sub-optimal network configuration, the detection of slope failures is still possible without post-processing”. However, the following are still not clear: why did the authors choose this data stream, with so few SF? Perhaps this is due to the frequency of these events compared to other sources. Can the authors compare the amount of SF events to that other publicly available datasets? What is the typical SNR level of seismic datasets on high-mountain areas and how does that compare to that of the application dataset? Did the authors consider adding some SF events from other datasets to increase the number of events in the training dataset? Perhaps the accuracy for SF on running windows during the test and application could be increased. These more specific details can be addressed in or after the introduction.

We initially chose this setup to show that a satisfying classifier can be built on unideal conditions. However, we understand that from a scientific point of few, a richer data set will give more insight on the performance of the method. Hence, we decided to include an event catalogue of seismic signals recorded with an array of eight stations at Illgraben, Switzerland. This data set includes an tens of SF events, which provide a solid basis for a labeled training catalogue. We will explore the performance of our proposed method on this data set, as well as explore how the classifier transfers from on site to the other. First tests
have shown, that the performance of the classifier at Illgraben is similar to the performance shown for the Bondo site. Additionally, we found that a combination of both catalogues slightly improves the classification results on the 2019 test data set of the Bondo test site.

Another point related to the previous paragraph is that in the results, it is shown that only three out of eight events classified as SF by the algorithm are actual SF. This is the point highlighted in the abstract, which makes the reader lose confidence in the capabilities of the algorithm, and wonder if the chosen dataset was at all adequate for the goals of this study. My recommendation is that the authors bring most of the attention to the fact that, while false positives (FP) occur due to the low threshold chosen, only one false negative (FN) occurs, even in this sub-optimal conditions. Hence, even though accuracy is low, the ability to detect potential slope failures is high. Then, this can be linked to savings in visual monitoring time and confidence increase in the choices made by operators. In this way, deployment of this method can be highly valuable.

This is a good comment. We agree and will change the wording of these statements.

In general, the discussion is too shallow and does not provide a satisfactory explanation of several important points. The authors should also consider organizing it more clearly. I suggest discussing each point in a single paragraph, and referencing the sections and figures corresponding to each point being discussed. In sect. 5.1, the text could first address aspects related to the network and general dataset. Second, aspects related to training and testing the algorithm. Third, aspects related to misclassification of events in the 2019 application data. Finally, any other aspects. Most importantly, the underlying cause for the misclassifications is poorly discussed. It is mentioned that misclassification likely results from either similar frequency content or a low signal to
noise ratio (e.g. in paragraphs 3 and 4 of sect. 5.1). However, the text should provide more insight. For example, could the noise be filtered out (i.e. is it located mostly in a different frequency band) and what would happen if that was done before classification? What are the specific characteristics of earthquake and SF signals that may make them too similar at low SNR, and can they be seen here? I would suggest extending Fig. 6, or making a new one, comparing 2019 SF with misclassified earthquakes and correctly identified earthquakes. How does the SNR, number of sensors, number of events, etc compare to what has been used in previous literature using random forest? What happens if 2 or 4 or another number of SF consecutive windows is used and what are the potential implications of the choices made here for future application settings? References should be added to support points such as these.

We agree with the points and will adjust and add to our discussion accordingly.

The conclusions are vague, do not focus on specific results, and are not strong enough. Three main findings of this analysis are that 1) near real-time automatic identification of SF is feasible (currently line 342); 2) sub-optimal network configuration, similar frequency content generated by different sources, and low SNR lead to false positives, requiring posterior manual data inspection; and 3) under sub-optimal conditions, this algorithm can outperform a 2-step STA/LTA detector and event classifier. I suggest presenting the main points that the authors consider most relevant first, written concisely, followed by the current second paragraph.

Also here, we agree, and will restructure that conclusion.

One important aspect of the classifier design is that any event related to a gravitational instability is considered part of the SF class. In lines 131-133, the text reads: “We consider this assumption to be valid, as seismic source mechanisms of granular flows are similar and generate signals with similar char-
acteristics”. This is a perfectly valid assumption, but the authors should describe the similarities. For example: is it the emergence of these type of signals? Do they display, at a given distance source-receiver, a particular energetic frequency band? Also, is there any kind of slope instability that generates signals especially similar to earthquakes? References should be added.

The main similarities of the signals lie in the frequency band. Slope failure signals similar to earthquake signals are the ones of similar duration and impulse-like energy bursts that remind of phase arrivals in earthquake signals. We will discuss this in more detail.

One final suggestion, that the authors can decide or not to follow, is to provide more explanation of the random forest model parameters. Currently, the authors write in line 227-228 that “As a next step, the optimal model parameters (i.e., number of decision trees, number of features chosen for each tree, maximum tree depth, ...) are chosen ...”, but no further explanation is provided. For readers interested in applying this methodology, it would be helpful (and likely little work for the authors) to add an appendix with a brief explanation of what does the randomized cross validation search consist of, and perhaps a table with the final model specifications (number of decision trees, features, maximum tree depth, degree of correlation between trees, and other relevant parameters).

We will add information on the RF parameters in the Appendix.
Technical comments:

✓ line 8–9 The sentence starting with “The presented method ...” is not clear. The authors should be clear in what they mean by “facilitate data evaluation for stakeholders”. Perhaps something like The presented method aims to reduce the amount of data requiring visual inspection, and facilitate detection of increased slope activity in a near real-time manner could work better?

✓ 14–17 I would suggest rewriting the final lines of the abstract to emphasize what was mentioned above in the third paragraph of the specific comments. The modification in the abstract, from “In total, ...” to the end, could be along the lines of The algorithm correctly identifies three out of four actual slope failures. The missed slope failure was only [volume] and barely exceeded background noise, compared to the other three which ranged between [volume range]. Five additional events classified as SF are earthquakes with very similar spectral content and/or low SNR. Hence, we conclude that the training dataset and SNR limit the degree of accuracy that can be achieved, and that the method is suitable for supervised continuous near real-time seismic monitoring.

✓ 22 “... affected by such instabilities”. Which type of instabilities? The authors should be specific, e.g. affected by instabilities such as [add types].

25–26 “Prediction of rockfall events is, due to lack of data and knowledge on relevant processes and triggering mechanisms, still not possible”. Does the text refer just to rockfalls or slope failures in general as in line 28? Also, references should be added to support this sentence at the end. Can the authors be more specific, in a couple of sentences, about what is not known? In this text we refer to rockfalls. Relevant references and explanations will be

C9
26 “However, an increase in activity ...” What type of activity? Should it be seismic activity? Here we refer to slope failure activity. This will be rephrased in the text.

36 “Seismic signals generated by mass movements are typically emergent with dominant frequencies of 5-10 Hz and few or no distinguishable seismic phases”. Does this depend on the distance source-receiver? This should be clarified. It has been shown that the frequency content is affected by the source-receiver distance for debris flows, however the authors are not aware of a strong effect observed for rockfalls. Surely, higher frequencies experience higher attenuation effects with larger source-receiver distances. However, in the to us known literature, dominant frequencies always tend to be between 5 - 10 Hz. This will be clarified in the revised manuscript.

38–40 The authors should consider adding a figure to complement these lines and paragraph in general. The figure could contain a comparison of a typical seismic recording and spectrogram of the different types of mass movements named in the introduction. In relation to this, I suggest to be a bit more organized in the introduction: The text starts by referring to rock wall instabilities in general, followed by rockfalls, slope failures, mass movements and rock avalanches. It is not always clear to me if the authors are referring to a specific type of mass movement or if the comments apply to all types of mass movements. I understand that the goal is to present the state of the art as regards the importance of these events, monitoring techniques, and seismic signal characteristics. Should the text start with mass movements in general and then be narrowed down to the types most relevant in this analysis?
Following the reviewer’s suggestion, we will reorganize this part of the text. On the other hand, we prefer not to give an overview figure with typical signal examples. Compiling catalogues of example waveforms has been discussed in the environmental seismological community for some time. A few efforts exist, but the challenge is always to capture the variety within a signal class. Providing too few examples poses the risk of oversimplification or of overemphasizing unimportant and misleading details.

✓ 47 “, that do not rely on an expert manually browsing through the data”. This is not needed, since the text already mentions ”automated techniques”.

✓ 48-49 I would suggest using past tense, when reporting about previous studies, to be consistent with the rest of the paragraph and text. For example, change “...use a stochastic classifier...” to ...used a stochastic classifier.... Alternatively, the authors can choose present tense and use it consistently.

✓ 48-49 Change “...classify a variety of seismic sources, but focus on a regional...” to classify a variety of seismic sources. They focus(ed) on a regional...

49 “...on a regional scale with larger rockfall volumes...” larger than what? Will be clarified in the revised manuscript.

✓ 50-51 “It has been shown, that HMMs successfully classify seismic signals on a continuous data stream” Remove the comma after shown, and add references at the end of the sentence.[-5pt]

✓ 52-54 This sentence is not clear. Should it be changed to Dammeier et al. (2016) compared the classification output with an earthquake catalog and suggested
that, when using HMMs in actual operational settings, the on-duty operator...?

✓ 57-58 Change “...such as earthquakes and slope failures, a detection of only signals from one source mechanism with STA/LTA is impossible.” into ...such as earthquakes and slope failures, limiting the detection to signals from a single source mechanism with STA/LTA is impossible.

✓ 58 Change “Adtionally, parameter selection is a tedious process...” into “Ad- ditionally, parameter selection for optimizing STA/LTA detection is a tedious process....

✓ 71-72 Add references after “such processes.”, i.e. at the end of the sentence.

✓ 73-77 For stronger writing, I suggest changing all these lines, i.e. from “We show...” until “an accurate model”, into something like Therefore, we use a sub-optimal seismic network of low-cost seismometers that does not allow for source location, nor particle motion analysis. We show that, even with a small number of recorded slope failures and low SNR, which increase the difficulty of training an accurate model, the detection of potential slope failures is still possible. However, the authors should evaluate how to rewrite the last two paragraphs of the current introduction to address specific comments 1 and 2 (first 2 paragraphs).

✓ 78-82 Rewrite as necessary to address specific comments 1 and 2 (first 2 paragraphs).

✓ 84 What landform type is Pizzo Cengalo? Is it a mountain? Please clarify.
88-89 Rewrite “...as an acceleration of slope displacement was observed, as well as several smaller failure events...” into ...because an acceleration of the slope displacement, as well as several smaller precursor failures, were observed...

90 Refer to Fig. 1a when introducing the LERA network.

92 Important aspects related to the seismometers, such as the bandwidth/frequency range or the sampling frequency, should be listed.

93-94 Can the authors clarify this sentence? I.e. which stations and how amplitude differences at the stations are used to detect debris flows. 
As debris flows approach a linear array of seismic stations the delayed increase in amplitude for down-stream stations is used as a detection parameter. This will be clarified in the text.

To complete this section, the authors should consider adding a few sentences describing the geology of the site. What is the bedrock type at Pizzo Cengalo? Are there any studies that provide helpful measurements relating to the degree of fracturing of the rock matrix? Are there any scars, fresh surfaces or other indications of frequent activity at the site that the authors know of? How do these aspects compare to other instability-prone, widely studied areas? A few sentences will be added on the geology of the study site.

99 Consider changing “...manually looking at the...” to ...visually inspecting all of the recorded...

101 Change “...sample of the...” to ...samples for the...
✓ 102 Change “...(Breiman, 2001) to classify a running window...” to ...(Breiman, 2001), to classify different seismic sources using a running window...

103 Could the authors clarify the meaning of the word weak, in relation to decision trees?
A weak tree means that by only using one of those trees the classification result is not satisfying, i.e. has a low score. This is due to the fact, that it is only trained on a subset of the available data, as well as a subset of available features. We will specify this in the revised manuscript.

108-111 The sentence starting with “We choose random forest... is a bit too long and could use some more clarity. Perhaps it could be improved as follows: We choose random forest, because (i.) it is a comprehensive machine learning algorithm that has been shown to outperform other algorithms, like support vector machines and boosting ensembles (...), and (ii.) it has already been successfully used to classify rock slope failures (...).
We agree with the suggestions and will change the wording in the revised manuscript.

112 Is this the same as the variable importance used to rank attributes (i.e. features) in Provost et al. (2017)? If so, why do the authors use different terminology? If not, perhaps the difference could be stated in a short sentence? We chose to use feature importance as this is, to our knowledge, the technical term widely used in machine learning literature. Variable importance does mean the same though, and is not wrong.

112-114 The description about what the impurity measures is not clear. Can the authors rewrite it to make it more accessible?
This will be clarified.

✓ 115 Add a comma after the word algorithm.

✓ 115-116 “sci-kit learn” is written differently depending on where it appears in the paper. What is the official name? I would suggest using the same spelling at all times.

✓ 118 Change “from the LERA array” to from the 3-sensor LERA array.

120 The authors mention that seismograms and spectrograms of these events (the four slope failures in 2019) are shown in Appendix A1. However, the caption of Fig. A1 refers to “four additional slope failure events in 2018 used for training.”. So, either the caption does not correspond to the figure or the text should be clarified. Additionally, the authors should refer to Fig. A1 in the text. This is a misunderstanding due to the sentence structure. Figure A1 indeed shows the waveforms and spectrograms of the 2018 events. Currently, not all 2019 events are shown in the manuscript. This will be added in the revised version.

122-124 I would suggest moving “Here, we do not investigate source mechanisms and processes of seismogenic mass movements. The recorded signals are weak compared to other studies and thus not well suitable for such an endeavor.” to the introduction, where the authors present their goals and scope. Thank you for this suggestion. We will change that.

✓ 126 Perhaps “and close by stations” should be changed to and closest stations?
✓ 135 Remove the comma after shown at the beginning of the line.

136 Fig. 2 should be mentioned in the text before Fig. 3.

*We will change the order of the figures.*

157-164 Why do the authors choose these features and why 55? Is it to obtain a signal characterization as thorough as possible using individual metrics? Is it to maximize the number of features so that the degree of correlation between trees is minimized? Are there any drawbacks of using 55 features, some of which are similar, when compared to using a smaller number of more differentiated metrics? The fact that Provost et al. (2017) used a set of similar features is not enough to justify that this is the best choice for this study as well. Similar comments apply to the choice of the frequency bands.

*We chose the 55 features, as they have been proven significant in previous studies for an efficient and accurate classification. The frequency bands have been chosen based on the frequency content of interest. E.g. regional earthquake signals contain significant energy in lower frequency bands (e.g. 1 - 3 Hz) whereas slope failures generally contain low energy in the lower frequency bands. Starting this project, we have also tried a python package called TSFRESH (https://tsfresh.readthedocs.io/en/latest/), with which one can compute a large number of characteristics of time series. However, using these features did not improve the classification results. We will add a sentence on this.*

✓ 165 I suggest considering to change the subsection title to Imbalanced Data Set Handling

✓ 167 I suggest changing “highly disproportional” to significantly imbalanced, and
“imposes” to poses.

✓ 171 Add especially or particularly before important at the beginning of the line.

✓ 172 “trainings” should be changed to training, and references should be cited at the end of the sentence (after algorithm).

✓ 176 Add i.e. after “overfitting, ”

✓ 180 Fig. 2c should perhaps be Fig. 2a if it is cited first.

184 In relation to the sentence “The presented results for BRF use both class weights and undersampling.” Can the authors refer to the corresponding results section and figures? Also, what weights were used and why? How was the training data undersampled?

The weights of the classes were used inversely proportional to the class frequency. The training data is undersampled in the majority classes to equalize the number of samples in the training data set. We just became aware of how if the training data set is anyway undersampled to an equal number of samples, class weights will be uniform. We will check this for the revised manuscript version.

190 Regarding the confusion matrix, the text says that the true label of each class is indicated in the rows, but in Fig. 2a it is in the columns. We will change that.

✓ 193 Change “…thresholds Fawcett (2006).” to …thresholds (Fawcett, 2006).

C17
199 I do not understand how Fig. 2a relates to the example given in the text. Numbers for the example will be included in the figure.

✓ 203 Change “...FPR of zero (0,1)” to ...FPR of zero, i.e. coordinates (0,1),

✓ 207 Change “...this results simply in...” to ...this simply results in...

✓ 215 Add figure reference after “...oversampling techniques”, i.e. oversampling techniques (Fig. 4).

✓ 225 Specify that classical random forest means without any particular handling of imbalanced data: ...classical random forest, i.e. without modifications for handling imbalanced data.

✓ 225 I think that the use of catch, in this and other lines, is not entirely correct. Should it be substituted by detect?

230 Should RF be SF? Otherwise, please clarify.
Yes, indeed.

241 Could the authors indicate, here or elsewhere, how many time windows did each class contain in the test data?
We will include the total amount of testing windows in the revised manuscript.

✓ 242 Remove the last parenthesis in “The most discriminating features are presented in Fig. 5b). This typo comes up several times in the text.
246-247 In addition to Provost et al. (2017), table A1 should be referenced.

247-253 The authors talk about Fig. 5c, then 5b again, then 5c. I suggest to first describe the results presented in Fig. 5b, and then move on to Fig. 5c.

249-253 The authors should consider moving these two sentences to the discussion. Additionally, further comments should be provided. In the first sentence, the authors state that “This is consistent with the fact that the windowing eliminates information from the entire waveform, amplitudes of signals strongly depend on emitted seismic energy and source–receiver distance and the commonly observed differences in frequency patterns of noise signals, continuous seismic noise and other events (see Fig. 3)” This sentence is too long and, in this form, lacks punctuation. The authors should consider subdividing or numbering each fact to make it clearer. Some questions that arise from the sentence, and should be discussed, are: Why is this the case? Are there other possibilities that could lead to this outcome? How does that compare to previous work? The second sentence reads “Figure 5c) shows however, that there is a large overlap between the classes, even for the most discriminating features, which highlights the necessity of a large number of features to distinguish the event type.” Again, I suggest rewriting this into something like However, the univariate distributions and correlations in Fig. 5c show large overlaps between the classes, even for the most discriminating features. This highlights the necessity of a large number of features to distinguish the event type. Also, why do classes with large degree of overlap require many features for correct classification?

1. We agree and subdivide the sentence into several shorter ones and clarify the reviewer’s concerns. The reasons we see for the outcome of the feature importance are a) losing information on the entire waveform and b) Amplitudes being strongly depended on the source-receiver distances as well as magnitudes of earthquakes or slope failure volumes. We cannot think of other possibilities
that could lead to this outcome. In previous work, especially the waveform features and network features have been shown to be the most important features. Both are, due to the continuous approach and the network set-up not available for our data set.

256 Why was an overlap of 26 seconds chosen?
The 26 seconds were chosen to keep the overlap consistent for the testing of all time windows (2/3 overlap). Other overlaps have not been tested.

259-261 Did the authors check the results with less or more consecutive windows? What were the differences as regards the number of misclassifications? Since this is an important choice that directly influences the accuracy of the classifier, this should be further discussed. How does the SNR compare to that of the 2018 data?
We are not sure to understand the question correctly. For the 2019 data we computed more than one million consecutive windows, which is more than for the 2018 training data. However, we do not have a manual catalog of the whole 2019 data, except for the slope failures that occurred, or the earthquakes that were mistakenly classified as slope failures. We will add information on the SNR of the 2019 and 2018 data.

✓ 274 I suggest changing the title of subsection 5.1 to something like Seismic network, data limitations and classifier performance.

276 I suggest adding a few words at the end of the sentence “Nevertheless, it is crucial to monitor the site.” to explain why it is crucial to continue monitoring. Good point, we will add a sentence here.
✓ 276 Change “...the decrease in activity implies automatic detection...” to ...the decrease in activity implies that automatic detection...

✓ 279–291 For consistency, consider switching to past tense when reporting what has been done in the study.

284 Can the authors provide the actual values of TPR and FPR that they are referring to? I.e. what does low mean?
We will add those values in the revised manuscript.

287–290 “Generally, the problem of an imbalanced data set can be tackled by increasing the amount of training data in the minority class. A classifier trained for an area that is more active or has been monitored during a longer period is expected to give better results with higher accuracy. Additionally, the small number of events in the slope failure class can lead to overfitting, i.e., an insufficient generalization of the model.” This has already been mentioned in the methods section. Instead, the text should be insightful regarding the reasons for misclassification in this specific dataset, and why this approach can work better/worse when using different datasets.
We will add some sentences on that.

295–301 Although the spectral content of the earthquakes and SF at the site is very similar, the classifier is usually successful in differentiating earthquakes and SF if the SNR is not too low. Can the authors provide some explanation on the underlying reasons for this, if the classifier mostly relies on spectral features? At the end of the paragraph, the authors clearly list the advantages of this approach as (1) eliminate false detections, (2) reduce parameter selection effort, and (3) create a more transparent system. The text should elaborate a bit more on the
reasons for this, and, at least, specifically discuss these advantages in relation to (i.) the two-step methods using a STA/LTA detector in the time or frequency domain first (e.g. Provost et al. (2017)), and (ii.) HMMs (e.g. Dammeier et al. (2016)). Two other points that remain unclear at the end of the paragraph are, first, which are the methods that lead to false detections in other previous studies? and, second, why is this system more transparent?

1. We think that it is a combination of both the magnitude and the location of the earthquake that influences the misclassification as slope failure for our case. The one slope failure that was not classified as slope failure was classified as noise, due to its low SNR. 2. We will add this to the discussion.

✓ 296 Add comma before however.

306–309 As the authors note in the previous paragraph, quantifying the emergence of the signal seems to be a key parameter for confident automatic differentiation between earthquake and SF signals (e.g. Hibert et al., 2014; Provost et al., 2017). Unfortunately, this is not possible with the continuous window approach because the full waveform is required. For deployment purposes, perhaps this approach could benefit from a second step, admittedly introducing some time lag, in which each set of consecutive time windows classified as SF are collapsed into a pseudo-full waveform for a second evaluation with full waveform features. Do the authors consider this a viable strategy? What could be the potential advantages and inconveniences?

As the reviewer suggests, state transitioning of full waveform features could significantly enhance a detector performance. Data handling would be more involved and the classifying algorithm may be more complicated. However, we will pick up this point in the discussion as it seems a logical improvement and next step for our current method.
✓ 304 Refer to Fig. 5b and Table A1 after writing “feature importance analysis”.

✓ 304-305 I suggest changing “...values of time windows containing the slope failure signal...” to ...values of time windows containing the misclassified slope failure signal... for clarity.

✓ 310 This is an important section that strengthens this analysis. Perhaps the authors should consider changing the subsection title to something like Classifier performance: constant time windows on continuous data vs STA/LTA detected events for clarity.

311 Remove comma after shown. Also, since several is used, perhaps the authors can provide a few more references at the end of the sentence. More references will be added.

312 The authors should clarify that Provost et al. (2017) (and perhaps others) used the equivalent of a STA/LTA trigger in the frequency domain, based on spectrogram analysis (Helmstetter and Garambois, 2010). In this study, did the authors use a traditional STA/LTA or a modified version of it? Also, did the authors use additional features, i.e. those referring to the full waveform, to train and classify the detected events in the 2019 data? We will clarify that. In this study, we also used an STA/LTA trigger in the frequency domain and included features on the whole waveform.

325 As mentioned in the specific comments, the similarity between the SF and misclassified earthquake signals could be shown in an extension of Fig. 6 or a new figure. This would help illustrating and discussing the reasons for the misclassifications.
We will show the as slope failure signals and misclassified signals in a new Figure

✓ 330 Consider using In contrast, or another contrast connector at the beginning of the sentence starting with “The continuous approach...”

333–334 The sentence “Preliminary implementation of a fourth class called runoff with two days of increased water discharge (measured with gauges) found two more days of peak discharge” is not clear. Specifically, found two more days of peak discharge than what? We refer to two additional days in the 2019 data, as we also trained with two days of the 2019 data. We will rephrase that in the revised manuscript.

✓ 334–335 Change “Using the two step-method of STA/LTA, requires a second STA/LTA algorithm with its own parameters to detect these signals.” to something like Using the two-step method with an STA/LTA detector requires a second STA/LTA detector with its own parameters to detect these signals.

✓ 336 “…is potentially a low effort…” should be changed to either is potentially low effort or, better, is potentially a low effort method or similar.

339–345 The first two paragraphs should be rewritten into shorter, clearer points highlighting the main outcomes of this study (see my specific comments about the conclusions above). We will rewrite this part.

✓ 346 Remove “An added value is gained from a time consumption point of view:”
Fig. A1 What are the magnitude units for the spectra in each plot? Can the authors define PSD? How was the spectrogram obtained (i.e. moving window length, overlap, etc)? This should all be provided, at least in the caption, and applies to the other figures showing spectra and spectrograms as well. Note also that there is a discrepancy between the current caption in this figure, that refers to 2018 data, and what is understood from the text in line 120 (2019 data). We will add the specifics in the caption. The text in line 120 was written in a misleading way and actually refers to the 2018 data.

 ✓ Fig 3 In the caption, change "Bars show the total number of events with the transparent area..." to Bars show the total number of events with the lower opacity/higher transparency area...

Fig 4 In the heatmap in Fig. 4a, I suggest using hotter colors to indicate larger values, simply because this tends to be the convention across the earth sciences.

 Good point, we will change that.